Ask Price: $60,000.00

Make: 2000 American LaFrance Eagle
Model: Eagle 99
Year: 2000
Length: QS 100' TDA LTI Tiller Aerial Ladder – No Water Way
Engine: Detroit Diesel Series 60 – 500 HP, 12.7L
Transmission: Allison 4000 EVS automatic
Overall Length: 56' - 3", the height: 11-0" top of the tiller cab
Mileage: 63,839
Hours: 5,531
PTO Hours Aerial: 728
Fuel: Diesel
Fuel Tank: 50 gallons
Battery: (6) - 12 Volt Brand New Batteries
GVWR: 65,500 lbs.
Red Dot Air Conditioning
Kussmaul battery charger
Nov 2018 Aerial Inspection: Will need new pivot hinges for ladder, light rust on cable and ladder
Light bar and traffic controller included
Smart Power 8K hydraulic driven electric generator
Compartments (with pass through)
Engine Brake (High, Medium, Low)
Federal Q siren
Air horns
Electronic siren
Pike Poles (2) 6’ and (2) 8’ and (2) 12’
Roll up doors

Includes Ladders:
(2) 35’
(1) 20’
(2) 16’
(1) 12’
(1) 28’
(1) 8’ attic
(1) Aluminum

(2) 200’ Electric Reels
(2) Halogen telescoping scene lights
(2) Portable scene lights
(6) FireCom headset jacks
Seats 7 fire fighters (1 is tiller cab, 6 in cab), 3 seats are SCBA seats.

Tow bar allows 1 person to drive
Starts and runs good
Tires in good condition
Minor dents, scratches and dings.
Includes Operator’s Manual and Operation and Maintenance Manual